Impact of NDVI Change to Spatial Distribution of Land Surface Temperature: A Study in Medan City, Indonesia
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Abstract—This study aims to determine: (1) spatial-temporal variations in land surface temperature in Medan City, (2) spatial-temporal variations in vegetation index values (NDVI) in Medan City, (3) the relationship between LST and NDVI in Medan City. The design of this research is correlational and population research conducted with a spatial and temporal approach to analyse data spatially in different years of image recording. The variables in this study are land surface temperature and vegetation density. Data collection is done by image interpretation, observation, and documentation methods — data analysis techniques in image interpretation in the form of image transformation LST, NDVI, and spatial statistics. The results showed that the lowest land surface temperature of Medan City in 2011 was 20.72°C and the highest was 31.82°C with an average temperature of 26.05°C. The lowest temperature found in Medan Labuhan, and the highest temperature found in Medan Denai. For 2018 shows the lowest temperature is 19.32°C in Medan Belawan Sub-district, while the highest temperature is 34.43°C in Medan Denai Sub-district. The average temperature for 2018 is 28.1°C. Accuracy test shows there is a strong relationship between LST and temperature measurement. NDVI transformation results show that in 2011 the vegetation density of Medan City was dominated by medium density classes and in 2018 dominated by low-density class. This result shows a decrease in the level of vegetation density in Medan City.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Land surface temperature in an area is influenced by the condition of vegetation density, building density, and the number of people who inhabit the place [1]. The lack of vegetated land has a negative impact on human life, such as rising surface temperatures. Objects on the surface will absorb the incoming radiation. Built land such as settlements, offices, and industrial estates will absorb solar radiation higher than vegetated land [2].

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is an algorithm that is applied to multi-channel imagery to identify vegetation density [3]. NDVI is the best known and often used vegetation index. NDVI was developed based on the difference between maximum absorption in red waves and maximum reflectance in infrared waves based on leaf cell structure [4]. NDVI was chosen because this algorithm has been widely known in remote sensing for vegetation studies. Although simple, it is proven that it can highlight phenomena associated with vegetation density by suppressing other sources of spectral variation. High NDVI values indicate greener plants (more tightly) and vice versa [5]. NDVI transformation has a high sensitivity to chlorophyll content in plants, so it is very good to identify vegetation not only in areas with high-density vegetation but also areas with low density[6].

The use of remote sensing data in recent years is overgrowing as technology develops. Remote sensing technology makes it possible to obtain spatial data in a relatively short time and a large area with considerable accuracy compared to conventional methods [7]. Remote sensing imagery provides the needs related to the temperature of the earth with infrared thermal channel technology that can record spectral values to identify temperatures [8].

One of the sensors developed in a remote sensing system is an infrared thermal sensor. Thermal infrared sensitivity to surface temperature allows extraction of temperature from a remote sensing image. This extraction outlines two stages, namely the calculation of spectral reflection and calculation of temperature [9]. Urban vegetation can help decrease Land surface temperature (LST) to mitigate urban heat island (UHI) effects [5]. The more vegetation cover, the LST will be cooler and vice versa [10]. The relationship between LST and urban vegetation amount has been extensively documented.

Analysis of changes in vegetation and development of heat islands from year to year requires a geography study in order to provide a visual description of the distribution of heat islands and their relationship to the presence of vegetation in the city of Medan. The acquisition of spatial data on terrestrial surface temperatures requires a lot of costs, time, and energy, making it difficult to do it regularly for temporal monitoring. [11].

The increase in population is of course also accompanied by the development process. Conversion of land use from the vegetation area to non-vegetation, such as settlements, for example, will affect the surface temperature in the area. Also, this will directly or indirectly affect the occurrence of global warming. The study of Land Surface Temperature is important because
it will help in the process of land use and utilisation planning. And can know the spatial distribution area that affects the increase in surface temperature. The analysis used is by remote sensing technology through data information from land cover detection and surface temperature.

Community activities in Medan city produce much heat, for example, industrial activities, infrastructure development, and transportation. Large areas of built-up land also contribute to heat because radiation that reaches the surface will be absorbed more by the built-up land. The area will form Urban Heat Island (UHI), which is the centre of the hot surface in the middle of the city and decreases while on the edge of the city.

II. METHODS

The design of this research is correlational. The research is aimed at extracting primary data on land surface temperature and vegetation density with remote sensing and provides analysis of spatio-temporal variation of heat islands and their relationship to vegetation density. The study was conducted using a spatial and temporal approach. The spatial approach is intended to analyse data obtained from remote sensing technology spatially. The temporal approach is intended to analyse data obtained from remote sensing technology from different years in the study.

This research is population research. The analysis technique used is a digital image processing technique using the LST (Land Surface Temperature) algorithm to extract the value of land surface temperature, NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) to extract the value of vegetation density. Spatial correlation analysis of the results was carried out to study the heat island which was seen from the distribution of land surface temperature and its relationship to vegetation density in Medan City as the study area.

Data analysis was carried out to follow up the data acquisition results from the transformation of remote sensing digital images. Data analysis in this study consisted of four sequences.

A. Image Processing for Extraction of Land Surface Temperature

The extraction of land surface temperature from remote sensing satellite imagery is needed for further analysis of the spatial-temporal characteristics of urban heat island in Medan City. The emission of ground surface heat measures temperature due to solar radiation. Ground surface heat emission is captured by satellite image sensors in the range of thermal infrared spectra. The sensor converts heat emission to different brightness on an image band. Landsat 8 is one image that has a thermal infrared band; the channel is TIRS (Thermal Infrared Red Sensor) on channels number 10 and 11 recording in 2011 and 2018.

All imagery used has a close range of recording time, namely the morning time in the range of April - October which is estimated to still be in the season range that adjusts the implementation schedule of the research, to reduce the ambiguity of temperature anomalies recorded on the image.

Before the Landsat image is formed into an LST, the original Digital Number (DN) image is converted to a Radiance Spectral, TIRS Landsat 8 DN conversion step to Spectral Radiance value uses Equation 1[12].

\[
L_{\lambda} = ML * Q_{cal} + AL \tag{1}
\]

Where:
- \(Q_{cal}\) = pixel value (DN)
- \(ML\) = Radiometric rescaling group on mult band raddians in Metadata file (.MTL)
- \(AL\) = Radiometric rescaling group on the "add raddians band" in the Metadata file
- \(L_{\lambda}\) = Spectral Radiance.

Furthermore, the radiance values obtained are converted to LST temperature values, the temperature values have Kelvin units. LST is obtained by applying the Planck algorithm as shown in Equation 2[13]. The LST temperature value in units of Kelvin (K) is converted to units of degrees Celsius (C) using Equation (4). The reason for using Celsius is because it has a better range for clarity in image interpretation.

\[
T(C) = T(K) - 273.15 \tag{3}
\]

Where:
- \(T(C)\): LST temperature in degrees Celsius,
- \(T(K)\): LST temperature in Kelvin and value 273.15 is the conversion constant of Kelvin to Celsius.

Furthermore, the LST values obtained from the 10 and 11 TIRS bands on average use Equation 5 to obtain more fixed LST values in each image recording.

\[
TY = \text{Mean} (T(C) \text{ Band10} + T(C) \text{ Band11}) \tag{4}
\]

Where:
- \(TY\): Average LST temperature in the recording
- \(T(C) \text{ Band10}\): LST temperature of Band 10
- \(T(C) \text{ Band11}\): LST temperature of Band 11

B. Image Processing for Vegetation Index Value Extraction

Extraction of vegetation index values is intended to review vegetation density in the study area. Image processing for this purpose uses the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) formula, which connects the pixel values of the red and near-infrared(NIR) channels. NDVI calculation is formulated as follows:

\[
\text{NDVI} = \frac{\text{Red} - \text{NIR}}{\text{Red} + \text{NIR}} \tag{5}
\]

C. Relationship Analysis of LST and NDVI

To analyze the relationship between land surface temperature and vegetation density index, a quantitative
analysis was carried out in the form of statistical calculations. Statistical analysis is used to determine the strengths and forms of influence between the variables tested. Statistical analysis was used in the form of Pearson Product Moment correlation test to determine how much the relationship between vegetation density to land surface temperature.

$$r = \frac{n \sum xy - (\sum x)(\sum y)}{\sqrt{(n \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2)(n \sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2)}}$$

(6)

Where:

- $r$ = correlation coefficient
- $n$ = number of samples
- $X$ = independent variable
- $Y$ = dependent variable

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Transformation of Land Surface Temperature (LST)

The acquisition of land surface temperature information in this study through the stages of digital image transformation. The images used are images from Landsat 5 ETM + satellites for 2011 data requirements and Landsat 8 OLI / TIRS for 2018. The basis for the selection of the image year is based on the condition of cloud cover in the image. If there are too many clouds, the image transformation process to the surface temperature of the land becomes less valid.

The image transformation process begins with the conversion of the Digital Number (DN) to spectral radians to be converted to a temperature value. LST analysis uses ArcGIS Model Builder tools to facilitate the work in GIS analysis because many processes are carried out repeatedly for Medan City with various bands/channels in each digital image. Land surface temperature analysis takes the thermal band to analyse objects in Medan City. On Landsat 5, band 6 was used for LST analysis for August 2011. Band 6 has a spatial resolution of 60x60 meters. Slightly different for August 2018, where the TIRS channel on Landsat 8, which is band 10 and band 11, has a spatial resolution of 100x100 meters.

After the band selection is done, the cropping scene process is done according to the Medan City administrative boundaries. This is done so that the analysis process runs faster because the computer only performs the transformation process for the Medan area.

After a series of image, transformation steps are taken, LST data will be obtained that can be used as a basis for spatial-temporal analysis of land surface temperature. Spatial-temporal temperature analysis is performed for each pixel in the output and also for the temperature based on the sub-district.

B. Spatial-Temporal Analysis of Land Surface Temperature

From the LST transformation process, obtained the spatial distribution of land surface temperatures for 2011 and 2018. The results showed that for 2011, the lowest temperature was 20.72 °C and the highest was 31.82 °C with an average temperature of 26.05 °C. The lowest temperature is found in Medan Labuhan and the highest temperature is in Medan Denai. Medan Area Subdistrict, Medan Denai, and Medan Perjuangan have relatively higher temperatures compared to other sub-districts, while Medan Belawan, Medan Labuhan and Medan Marelan in the northern region have the lowest temperatures compared to other sub-districts.

Image transformation results for 2018 show the lowest temperature is 19.32 °C in Medan Belawan, while the highest temperature is 34.43 °C in Medan Denai. The average temperature for 2018 is 28.1 °C. Sub-districts that have high temperatures are Medan Area, Medan Perjuangan, Medan Denai, and Medan Sandpaper. Judging from its position, sub-districts in the eastern part of Medan City tend to have higher temperatures compared to other regions. This is because the city centre is located in the sub-districts above. Sub-districts that recorded significant temperature increases were Helvetia, West Medan, Medan Amplas, and Medan Petisah. These districts experienced a temperature rise of more than 3 °C. The opposite happened in Medan Belawan which had a temperature decrease from 24.94 °C to 23.84 °C.
In addition to the distribution of temperatures by pixel and sub-district, land surface temperature classes can also see spatial-temporal distribution. Giving temperature class conducted by reclassifying raster on a GIS that serves to determine the temperature class that we want to be subsequently converted to shapefile format for later calculations. The results showed that the temperature classes for 2011 were <22, 22-24, 24-26, 26-28, 28-30, and 30-32. Whereas for 2018 has a more extended range from <22 to >34 with 8 classes.

### TABLE I. COMPARISON OF LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF MEDAN 2011 AND 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>2011 Areas (km²)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2018 Areas (km²)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22-24</td>
<td>51.32</td>
<td>18.08%</td>
<td>38.08</td>
<td>13.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>95.45</td>
<td>33.76%</td>
<td>51.81</td>
<td>18.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>84.13</td>
<td>29.75%</td>
<td>47.08</td>
<td>16.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>40.09</td>
<td>14.16%</td>
<td>70.05</td>
<td>24.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.03%</td>
<td>75.49</td>
<td>26.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>6.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&gt;34</td>
<td>282.77</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>282.77</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research Results, 2018

### C. Transformation of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)

NDVI transformation is done to see the distribution of vegetation density in Medan City. This data was analysed using bands 3 and 4 on Landsat 5 and bands 4 and 5 on Landsat 8 OLI. The results of image transformation in 2011 showed that 36.71 km² or 12.98% of the area of Medan was moderately vegetated, while 12.85% had a rare density level, and 8.29% had tight vegetation. Spatial distribution of vegetation density in Medan City in 2011 can be seen in Figure 4.

NDVI transformation results for the 2018 image indicate the rate of decline in vegetation density in Medan City. The area of non-vegetation land increased to 75.83% of the total area. The density of vegetation is only 2.06 km² or 0.73% of the total area.

### D. Relationship Between LST and NDVI

Landsat 8 TIRS satellite images provide information on the spatial distribution of Land Surface Temperature in Medan City. This information is in the form of pixels that have values as surface temperatures in units of degrees Celsius, where there is a tendency for these pixels to cluster in the range of high values. The results of the LST and NDVI transformations indicate that there are groupings of pixel points on high LST values which indicate the presence of urban heat islands that are close to spatial similarities by grouping pixel points on very low NDVI values. The visual comparison of the map shows the similarity in the direction of the development of pixel dots of LST and NDVI in 2011 and 2018. Drawings of scatter diagrams connect between LST values on the x-axis and NDVI values on the y-axis (Figure 5). The results of the NDVI and LST values that are read from the diagram are the tendency of lower surface temperature along with the increasing value of the vegetation index. On the contrary, this diagram shows the tendency to increase land surface temperature as the vegetation index decreases.
Figure 4 shows the trend of forming trend lines with the value of spatial correlation between LST and NDVI of -0.7653. Translation of spatial correlation is based on the Moran index where the value of I<0 indicates a strong positive relationship, I = 0 indicates a random relationship, and I> 0 indicates a strong negative relationship. The value of spatial correlation between LST and NDVI which is less than 0 indicates that there is a strong negative relationship between land surface temperature and vegetation density. This negative relationship means that the higher the surface temperature of the land in Medan, the lower the vegetation density, and the lower the surface temperature of the land in Medan, the lower the vegetation density.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results and discussion, the conclusions of this study are:

1. The lowest surface temperature of Medan City in 2011 was 20.72°C and the highest was 31.82°C with an average temperature of 26.05°C. The lowest temperature is found in Medan Labuhan and the highest temperature is found in Medan Denai. For 2018 shows the lowest temperature is 19.32°C in Medan Belawan, while the highest temperature is 34.43°C in Medan Denai. The average temperature for 2018 is 28.1°C. Accuracy test shows there is a strong relationship between LST temperature and measurement temperature in the field.

2. NDVI transformation results show that in 2011 the vegetation density of Medan City was dominated by medium density classes and in 2018 dominated the medium density class. This result shows a decrease in the level of vegetation density in Medan City.
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